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Neus Haven, Connecticut 06520 
In Valiant’s theory of arithmetic complexity, the following question occupies a 
central position: Given an integer n, what is the minimal m such that the permanent 
of an n x n matrix is the projection of the determinant of an m x m matrix? More 
generally, for afhne linear transformations, we ask the similar question: what is the 
minimal m such that the permanent of an n x n matrix is the determinant of an 
m x m matrix via afline linear transformation? This paper gives the lower bound 
m > L& .nJ, for afline linear transformations. The result is an improvement of 
earlier results by von zur Gathen, Babai, and Seress. It also generalizes a classical 
theorem of Marcus and Mint. c‘ 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. THE PROBLEM 
It is notorious that in computational complexity theory, lower bounds 
are hard to prove. In the vast terrain between NC’ and P#p, there is 
convincing evidence but no proof that any of the complexity classes are 
distinct. Into this atmosphere came the refreshing algebraic formulation by 
Valiant (1979a, 1979b, 1982) of analogues of many famous Boolean 
conjectures such as P # NP. It was hoped that these algebraic formulations 
might help to place the hard complexity problems in a more structured 
setting with powerful algebraic tools available to tackle them. 
We first give some definitions. Let F be any field and X= (x,) be an 
n x M matrix, where xii, 1 6 i, j < n, are indeterminates over the field F. 
DEFINITION 1.1. 
det X=x ( -l)sign(o)~,a,~ZoZ . ..x.,,,, (1) 
perX=Cs,,,x,,,...x,,,. 
c7 
(2) 
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Despite the similarity in their definitions, the determinant and the 
permanent are exceedingly different in their apparent computational com- 
plexity. For the determinant Gaussian elimination affords a fast algorithm, 
while no sub-exponential time algorithm is known (nor is it expected to 
exist) to compute the permanent. Moreover, Valiant proved that the 
permanent function is #P-complete for any field F of characteristic not 
equal to 2. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A polynomial f(x,, . . . . x,) E F[x,, . . . . xn] is an afline 
linear projection of a polynomial g( yl, . . . . JJ,) if there exist afIine linear 
functions dj(x,, . . . . x,), 1 <jdm, such thatf(x,, . . . . x,) = g(b,(x, ,..., x,), . . . . 
4*(x, 3 .“, x,)). It is called a (simple) projection, if each 4, is either a 
variable or an element of the field.’ 
Projection as a reducibility among low level complexity classes is dis- 
cussed extensively by Valiant (1979b, 1982). He proved that determinant is 
“universal” with respect to formula size under projection, while the perma- 
nent is “p-complete,” an analogue of NP-completeness. Let p(n) be the 
minimal m such that an n x n permanent is the affine linear (or simple) 
projection of an m x m determinant. In view of their respective universality, 
the following determinant and permanent problem becomes extremely 
interesting: To determine or bound p(n). Valiant’s analogue of P # NP will 
follow if one can show a super exponential-polylog lower bound for p(n), 
i.e., p(n) > e(‘ogn)’ for any k. 
Valiant proved an exponential upper bound for p(n). In pursuit of 
non-trivial lower bound, von zur Gathen (1986) made a first step. For 
simple projections, he proved 
THEOREM 1.3 (von zur Gathen). p(n) 2 L,&?. n J zz 1.069n. 
Theorem 1.3 was improved by Babai and Seress to yield a lower bound 
of fi.n-O(4) (f or simple projections) (Babai and Seress, 1988; 
von zur Gathen, 1987). 
What relationship exists between the twin-looking determinant and per- 
manent functions has been pursued by many people since the time of Polya 
(1913). He asked if there is any generalization of the simple observation 
It was shown by Szegii (1913) that no such generalization (by alIixing 
+ ) exists for n > 2. This line of inquiry culminated in the following Marcus 
and Mint (1961) theorem. 
’ We view the equality to be that of the ring F[x,, . . . . x,]. If the field F is inIinite, then this 
is the same as functional equality. 
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THEOREM 1.4 (Marcus and Mint). If char F = 0 and n 2 3, then there 
are no homogeneous linear functions fk, in the indeterminates x!, 
(16 i, j, k, I< n) such that per(x,) = det(f,,). 
In this paper, we prove 
THEOREM 1.5. For any infinite field of characteristic not equal to 2, and 
n 2 3, there are no affine linear functions fk, in the indeterminates x0 
(1 d i, j< n and 1 6 k, 16 m) such that per(x,) = det(f,,), for any 
m < L$n_l 
This theorem has been independently proved by Meshulam (1988). 
2. THE PROOFOF A LOWER BOUND 
We prove Theorem 1.5. The proof consists of two steps. First we discuss 
a general condition, due to von zur Gathen, concerning the intersection of 
algebraic varieties. Then we show that if m < L&nJ, the condition is 
satisfied for affine linear functions, thus proving the lower bound. 
2.1. Intersection of Algebraic Varieties 
We assume some familiarity with basic notions from algebraic geometry 
(Atiyah and MacDonald, 1969; Hartshorne 1977). Without loss of 
generality, we will assume our ground field F is algebraically closed. This 
is justified by the fact that we assume equality holds in the ring, which 
implies equality in the algebraic closure of F. We will be concerned with 
permanental and determinantal varieties. Let X be an n x n matrix (x0). 
DEFINITION 2.1. 
(3) 
(4) 
DEFINITION 2.2. 
SD.,={PED,,I-$detXlp=O,Vi,j} 
= {PEF”* lrankofXl.Qn-2). 
(5) 
(6) 
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Given an n x n matrix X= (x,), and an m x m matrix Y = (fk,), wheref,, 
are affrne linear functions, the following criterion is stated by von zur 
Gathen (1986). 
THEOREM 2.3 (von zur Gathen). Let 17 be the image of F”’ under the 
affine linear map defined by fk,, which is an affine subspace in 1;“‘. [f 
17 n SD,,, # @, then per X # det Y. 
We give a proof outline of this criterion in the Appendix. 
2.2. Rank Deficiency 
In this section we prove that the above criterion is satisfied for 
m < L$PIJ. The intuitive idea is that when the size of the “determinantal 
matrix” Y is not too large then there should be enough freedom to assign 
the variables in X so that the matrix Y= (fk,(xii)) is rank deficient by two, 
thus the singular variety SD, intersects the affine space Z7. 
From now on we will view X both as a matrix and as a column vector 
x = (x,)$= 1. Let Y= (Aj(x))G= 1, where L,(x) = Cf= 1 c$/, -b,, and 
c&, b, E F. When convenient, we will also view Y as an m2-dimensional 
vector y. We assume per X= det Y. 
For any x0, Y(x,) determines a linear transformation from F” to F”‘. 
We wish to find an x0 E F”’ such that the rank of Y(x,) is no more than 
m-2. Equivalently, we can show that the kernel of Y(x,) has dimension 
at least 2. 
More generally, pick some s rows of Y, s 2 2, and the submatrix deter- 
mines a linear transformation from F” to F”, for any point x0 E F”*. We 
wish to find some s rows and an x0 such that the kernel of the linear 
transformation has dimension at least m - s + 2. If so, by the rank-nullity 
theorem. we are done. Define 
ci= 
and 
‘C! Cf, . . . rl c 
.* 
rl 
cl2 cf2 ... n= C,2 
. . . . . . : . 
.I 
,‘im 
cfm ... cy2 ,m i1 
Cl 
c= C2 
Ii 
. , 
d,,, 
Bi= 
lB4 
B= 
1 <i<m, 
We have y=C.x-B. 
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The above discussion on dimensions of kernels translates to the 
following: 
l Find a point x0 E F”‘, s blocks (S B 2) Ci,, Ci2, . . . . C,$, and an 
sr x sm matrix d = diag{ A, A, . . . . A }, where r = m - s + 2 and 
aI, a,, ... aI, 
A = aTI of2 
i i 
. 
..:. atm 
. . : 
41 a,2 ... a rm 
is an r x m matrix of rank r, such that 
(7) 
Among all block permutations 
Ci, 
C. c= ,‘? 
i.i dim 
of C, we choose one with a lexicographically maximum “rank sequence”: 
(rank( C;,), rank( :A), . . . . rank(c)). 
We will still call it c. Let r, be the difference of the lth and (I- 1)th 
entries in this rank sequence (i.e., the increment in rank by the Ith block of 
c). It is shown in the Appendix that the matrix C is of full rank, thus 
C;“=,r,=n*.BythechoiceofourZ‘,r,br,B...~r,.IfforallI,ldIdm, 
r,dm-1+ 1, then n2=CjT1 rr<C;l=, l=m(m+ 1)/2. Hence we have 
m > $ . n - 1 as promised. Therefore, let us assume for some S, s 2 2, 
r,>m-s+2. We denote r=m-s+2. 
We will consider non-singular linear transformations of x, which in turn 
effect column transformations on C. For the chosen c, there is a canonical 
“lower triangular” form c under this linear transformations: For 1 < j < n*, 
if tj is the minimal index such that P,,,j#O, then the tis form a strictly 
monotonic increasing sequence t, < t2 < ... < t,p. Note that since the 
matrix c is pf rank n*, all tj’s exist and moreover for each 1, 1 <I < m, 
t r, + ,2 + .r, < lm. We choose the first s blocks of c, (C, j), X ,,2. 
Now we take a sightly different view in (7). We take the condition (7) 
as a linear equation system to be solved for x, and we wish to find an A 
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of rank Y such that JX? . (Ei.,) is of full rank ST. And if so, surely there must 
be a solution x0 satisfying (7). 
More specifically, we will consider (7) as a linear equation system in the 
sr unknowns 
x 19 ...t .x,7 x,,, ,r ..., .Y,,+,, . . ..x.,+ +r,+,+ I, “‘> x,,, +r, I+r 
(setting all other variables xi = 0). The determinant of this linear system is 
n;=, det,, where det,=det(A .D)), and D, is the Ith “diagonal” block in 
the canonical form c’, i.e., the submatrix of c consisting of rows 
(I-l)m+l tolmandcolumnsR+l toR+r, whereR=r,+ . ..+r.-,. 
If we view det, as a polynomial in the indeterminates a,, it is a non-zero 
element in the ring F[ai,]. This is easily seen by applying a homomorphism 
h: av I-+ 0, where 1 < i < r and j # t, for 1 <k < r, and thus, h(det,) equals 
det 
(8) 
for some c # 0. Similarly all det,, 1 < 1 <s, are nontrivial polynomials, by 
applying different homomorphisms. Hence, IJ;=, det,EF[aii] is a non- 
trivial polynomial, and therefore does not vanish identically, since the field 
F is infinite. Thus we have an assignment to the ais such that 
n;= i det, # 0. In particular, det, = det(A D,) # 0 implies that r 2 
rank(A) >, rank(,4 D, ) = r. But then the unique solution to our sr x sr 
linear system, together with the assignment of zeros to the remaining xI)s 
satisfies (7): this contradicts the assumption that per X= det Y. 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
We presented a lower bound pertaining to a central question in Valiant’s 
theory, the determinant and permanent problem. The proof also establishes 
a strengthening of a classic theorem due to Marcus and Mint. 
The lower bound established here is still far weaker than what we would 
like to see. One likely approach to improve the lower bound is to 
investigate carefully the local behavior of the determinantal and permanen- 
tal varieties and the crucial intersection with the afhne space. 
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As a negative note on improving the lower bound based on the dimen- 
sion argument, we consider the example 
10 . ..o 
xi2 jl 1 0 Y= . . ..y., 
.L i 
. : 
xim il xi,,* .‘. 1 
(9) 
where m z fin. 
The matrix has rank m, independent of the setting of the variables xii. 
Thus there exists atline linear subspaces I7 of dimension zm2/2, which 
does not intersect the singular variety SD,,,. 
APPENDIX 
We give an outline of the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
l P, and D, are algebraic varieties of dim P, = dim D, = n2 - 1. This 
is due to the fact that both permanent and determinant are irreducible 
polynomials: det X=x,, det Xi, -I- r(x), where xi, does not appear in r(x), 
and the minor det X,, is irreducible by induction. The same argument 
a@plies to permanent. 
l (Due to von zur Gathen) Assume n > 3. SP, and SD,, are algebraic 
sets with dimensions dim SP, < n2 - 5 and dim SD,, = n2 - 4, respectively. 
Furthermore, SD, is an algebraic (irreducible) variety. 
The exact dimension of SP, is unknown. Intuitively, the dimension of 
SD, can be proved by considering a generic instance of a matrix of rank 
deficient by 2, thus some two rows are linear combinations of the rest. The 
upper bound of n2 -4 on SP, can be ontained easily. One improves the 
bound to n’- 5 by exhibiting one more nontrivial polynomial that 
vanishes on SP,. 
l In an n-dimensional afline space, if two algebraic varieties I’, and 
V2 intersect, then dim( V, n V2) > dim V, + dim V, -n. 
l If per X= det Y, then the dimension of the afline space 17 is n2. 
This is equivalent to saying that the afline linear map defined by fk, from 
F”’ to Fm2 is of full rank. 
To see this, suppose otherwise. Then there is an invertible linear transfor- 
mation T from F”’ to Fn2, such that per T(Y) = det (g,,), where g,, are 
some new afline linear functions in xi and, say, xii never occurs in the g,,‘s. 
Now differentiate both sides with respect to x’,, . On the left-hand side we 
get 2:; j= I ciiMi,, where ck is the coefficient of x’,, in the (i,j) entry of 
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T(Y), and M, is the corresponding permanental minor. Let’s set the 
matrix on the left-hand side to be 
so that all but one minor M,, are killed. We may do so since T is 
invertible. 
However, the derivative is zero on the right-hand side; this implies that 
cl1 = 0. Similarly, one can show that all entries in T(x’) have a zero coef- 
ficient for .x;, , i.e., cji = 0. This contradicts T being invertible. 
l Finally one realizes that if per X= det(f,,), and Z7n SD, # 0, 
then SP, contains a subvariety isomorphic to ZZn SD,,,, which has dimen- 
sion at least n2 + (m2 - 4) - nr2 = n* - 4. A contradiction. This follows from 
the chain-rule of differentiation. 
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